the relationship between peasants and overlords based on the context of feudal income, burdens, and requirements, and to seigneurial jurisdiction as the possible genesis of class conflict and social antagonism in the form of several ways of resistance. Finally, the contrasting means of extracting income can highlight the differences and similarities between the two countries concerning both land ownership and jurisdictional burdens claimed by the overlords.
FREE AND UNFREE TENANTS
The first remarkable point to address is the one concerning the law and the personal situation of the peasantry. In this aspect, both Galicia and England share the same starting point; that is to say, a clear division of the peasant society between free and unfree individuals, but in England, unlike what happened in the north-west of Spain, this differentiation, at least referred to its legal character, practically lingered throughout the entire Middle Ages. It is important to mention at this point that despite legal considerations, both free Galician and unfree English peasantry were submitted to similar burdens and bonds common to their dependent status within the feudal framework. In this way, the diverse categories of the Galician peasantry, according to their varying degrees of legal freedom, faded during a process which ended by the early 13th century. In 1219, any mention concerning the term 'serf' had entirely disappeared from the records of the monastery of Sobrado 2 . Thus, with the triumph of indirect farming, the Galician countrymen shared an equal legal status within the ties of dependence toward the overlord 3 . These bonds were articulated by a typical agrarian contract called the foro, thereby lordship could extend beyond the original territorial boundaries of seigneurial jurisdiction 4 and, over time, any reference concerning the term servus tended to disappear by turning land into tenure in return of feudal income 5 . This process was also common in England for over the 11th and 13th centuries, particularly through the distinctive lines between villeins and servi. A distinction that even though was remarkably significant during the Anglo-Saxon and early Normand periods, eventually faded into a same overwhelmed class 6 . Over the twelfth century, the whole process was marked by stressing the unfree status of the majority of the peasantry. In such a way, the word rusticus meant that a peasant was 7 . By 1190, the monks of Worcester were making a conceptual distinction between liberi homines (free men) and rustici. The same happened with the term villanus, or villager, which was applied to 40 per cent of the rural population of Domesday Book. This term would take on the newly concrete meaning of villein accompanied by the abstract noun villeinage. A charter of the 1190s refers to 'the whole lordship that I and my predecessors had in that land, in demesne and in the free tenements and in the villeinage' 8 . The differentiating features referring to English unfree and free tenants are widely known and firmly established at the end of the 12th century. After legal reforms undertaken by Henry II, which aimed to determine which sections of the population were under the jurisdiction of the royal courts (or those who were free), it was concluded that about the 40 percent of the peasantry were unfree villeins subjugated to the authority of their lords 9 . This part of the peasantry was committed to bearing a greater weight of seigneurial obligations, and thus shared certain similarities to the burdens felt by the Galician peasants. Among them, labour services were the most common. The unfree peasants were obliged to work the lord's land, called 'demesne', for a period settled by the custom of the manor, and this is the reason why they were known as customary tenants. There were at least four categories of labour services to be completed by the villeins: weekly work, seasonal work, boon work, and carrying services. The first ones were the most necessary and onerous, for the peasant would have to work two or three days in the lord's demesne carrying out a wide range of tasks, from dung-spreading, digging ditches, or erecting fencing to ploughing, reaping, or threshing, always at the discretion of the lord's officers 10 . Moreover, during the busiest seasons of the agricultural year, villeins were required to perform additional work activity as well as to submit extra days of their own time to satisfy concrete demands called 'boon work' on the ground that this service would be done by the kindness and goodwill of the tenant rather than at the lord's will 11 . Finally, on some occasions, the unfree tenants were subject to carrying agricultural products, whether to the nearest market or to the manor house or to the lord's premises, using their own means of transport 12 . By contrast, free tenants enjoyed a more privileged situation as they satisfied fixed rents in cash or kind 13 and, still more importantly, in pre-set few labour services attached to the tenure and therefore oblivious to the lord's changing whims 14 . However, in Galicia, all the labour services were included in the foro so, initially, all the tenants were aware of these burdens from the very first moment in which they agreed to honour this agrarian contract. Thus unlike the English peasants, labour services never drew a clear difference between free and unfree obligations, because the weight of these commitments lay in proportional rents (mainly a share of the crop) devised to be satisfied by the vassals and with the aim of both providing supplies for the lords and protecting the seigneurial income from inflationary periods 15 . This is the reason why labour services were less common and softer in Galicia than in England; in fact, these ties were meant to be an additional duty assigned in order to guarantee the peasants' acknowledgement of lords' feudal rights over the land in lieu their personal properties 16 . In this respect, it would not be a mistake to deem Galician tenants with a similar legal and social status as similar to free English peasants, since both were bound to fulfil fixed rents and pre-set labour tasks. Such tasks were varied and focused on completing a little sporadic farming work in the lord's demesne, in addition to building and repairing services at the seigniorial premises, as well as (though only on rare occasions) transporting the required rent to the lord's facilities. Over time, in the early fourteenth century, this feudal imposition was on the wane due to its commutation into cash 17 . In many cases, it would be much more profitable for the lords to hire a workforce rather than compel unwilling villeins to perform labour services. For instance, at Battle Abbey the value of the meals provided to the tenants considerably exceeded the cost of hired workers 18 . It was also the case that hired labourers worked more efficiently than did villeins doing compelling customary services 19 . In England, these changes likely affected the main source of feudal income 20 , in Galicia, only a minor part of that was modified. Lords were far more interested, throughout the entire Middle Ages, in acquiring rent in kind or cash rather than in the form of work. 
LORDSHIP AND PROPERTY RIGHTS
It is well-known that in England, and above all, in the Midlands, the main feature linked to the extension of the feudal system is the manorialisation process by which there was no lord without land and no land without a lord. The origins of the manor seem to date back to the ninth century, the monarchy granted some territories and remarkable jurisdictional rights to the church and nobles for the purpose of forging alliances and winning loyalties 21 . After the Norman Conquest, the process intensified and the peasants, who during the Anglo-Saxon period were loosely linked to the development of the seigneurial economy, were aware of their loss of autonomy within the Normand feudal framework. They fell into deep bonds of dependency and were subjected to more burdens and restrictions 22 . As a matter of fact, by the 11th century, all of England had been divided into manors, which were leading economic and administrative centres from which the lords exercised their power over the rest of the inhabitants 23 . In this way, it was likely to find manors in different places held by the same lord and, conversely, manors established in the same locality which belonged to diverse lords, but be that as it may, there was land that was not under the rule of a lord 24 . So, if a tenant held land outside a determined manor, it would be presumable that his tenure was confined to another manor 25 . This explains the non-existence of property rights as are currently known, because, during the English Middle Ages, the territorial and jurisdictional expansion of the lordship made this legal term entirely unnecessary. The fact was that everyone with land, except the king, was someone's tenant and held land of their lord 26 . Thus, the lords were more than mere owners, they were rulers and legislators.
However, property emphasized a substantial difference between lordships both in England and Galicia, as well as the means used to manage the exploitation of the land. In Galicia, it is well-known the importance given to feudal agrarian contracts so that the monasteries were able to expand feudal power further away from the boundaries of the original coto. At that point, property rights become more important in the sense that they laid the foundations on which the dependency relationships were grounded by transferring land in return for vassalage and income. Here, is important to highlight two different trends related to the exploitation of the land when it comes to both English and Galician lands. In England, from the early 13th century onward, the direct management of the manors became more and more popular 27 . By contrast, in north-west Spain and for the same period of time, indirect management mostly succeeded. This is the reason that explains the relevance of labour services in most of England and their poor presence in the case of Galicia. Moreover, given the increasing level of manorialisation in England, the strength of the territorial and jurisdictional lordship over the peasantry, and the significance of direct management of the land, there was no need for the lords to produce farm lease agreements to guarantee the obedience and loyalty of the tenants. Nevertheless, in Galicia, these legal deeds constituted the cornerstone on which all the feudal relationships were built. In fact, it was common to see the lands belonging to one lord and granted through foral arrangements in places under another lord's jurisdiction 28 . The acquisition of the property and its subsequent leasing to prospective tenants not only implemented personal ties within the feudal framework, but also established a subjugating and a captivating method by which the peasant was able to have access to the land. Hence, the main characteristic feature of Galician lordship was the gathering as an indivisible whole of both jurisdictional and property rights 29 .
UNFREE AND FREE TENURES
The legal condition and social consideration of the English tenants had nothing to do with the status of the land that was held, but with their hereditary obligation to undertake labour services 30 . These burdens were deeply linked to the legal character of the tenure. Nevertheless, free and unfree tenures did not necessarily correspond to free and unfree men, inasmuch as free men in dire straits might be forced to hold an unfree tenure and meet mandatory duties at the lord's whim. On the other hand, the authors of surveys identified these tenurial allegiances as proof of personal legal status because an unfree tenant was not allowed to hold free land 31 . As in the case of Galicia, in England, the lords became landowners through a process which started with the assignment by the monarch of exclusive jurisdictional So fAR AnD yet So CLoSe power over an inhabited territory. In order to subdue the peasants and create dependency bonds, the lords granted pieces of land, together with livestock and equipment, in exchange for onerous work services 32 . As for the expansion of the ecclesiastical lordship, the similarities with the Galician feudalisation process are considerable. Small freeholders fell into the commendation of great abbeys and monasteries and became vassals, either by giving their lands away in return for more suitable tenures to guarantee their survival, or receiving plots in precaria as a loan 33 . In the matter of the composition of the tenures, there were few differences between manorial England and Galicia. It is usual to find, in extents and surveys, the holdings described as a messuage with croft adjacent 34 ; that is to say, a whole homestead with its main house, outbuildings, along with orchards and gardens 35 and such a description fits what is known in Galicia as a casal 36 . The casal used to be the undisputed star in the Galician foros, given the overlords' interest in controlling the territory by framing their vassals in those farming and dwelling units 37 .
It is known that the presence of villeins was predominant in manorial England, which explains the importance given by the surveys when it comes to unfree tenure; however, this does not mean the complete absence of references concerning the free tenures. In Leicester, free land could be inherited, purchased by agreement, or granted by the holder without seigneurial permission as long as the recipient was another freeman. In order to hold the land, the tenant had to pay an entry fine and rent in cash was the main render on free holdings, although the amount annually payable was relatively fixed and immutable. Furthermore, the tenant was required to attend the lord's court, as well as, perform light carrying services 38 . Nonetheless, manorial records were focused on unfree tenures, which were the main source of rent, workforce, customs, services, and obligations owed to the lord. These holdings were called customary since they were ruled by the custom of the manor 39 and this pattern sets up another similarity with Galician peasants' daily life, for the foro, in its dual condition of both lease and seigneurial agreement, was used to establish several obligations to be fulfilled by the tenant according the . This feudal and agrarian contract reveals one of the most significant differences between English and Galician peasants with regard to their capacity for accessing the lord's land and becoming tenants. Throughout manorialised England, tenure holdings entirely depended on the lord's will and the villein was bound to swear an oath of fealty and pay an entry fine as a token of the lord's whim to bequeath land 41 . In principle, the lord was free to turn the tenant out whenever he wished, although, over time it became a customary use for the vassal to inherit the land by paying the entry fine 42 . All the same, the Galician lord's will is reflected in the conditions to be fulfilled by the tenant at the time that the land was bestowed through the farming contract and, as a consequence, the will would remain immutable throughout the length of such a two-sided agreement. Both English and Galician lords were concerned about keeping the land inhabited by vassals sharing the same social condition in order to ensure that the onerous services of individual holdings would prevail and that they would never be forgotten. In this sense, English tenancies were, according to a restrictive clause, 'held until a tenant shall be found who will perform the due and accustomed services' 43 , whereas in Galicia it is usual to find similar clauses designed to prevent the tenant from giving away land to those who did not share their vassal status 44 . Likewise, the Statute of Quia Emptores of 1290 enacted by Edward I would forbid subinfeudation, so the new holder of the land would take place of the seller and hold the land directly from the overlord 45 . Apart from services and rent, English peasants were bound to satisfy special requirements to preserve the granted plot. These demands were intended to maintain the tenure as when received with regard to buildings, equipment, and productivity
46 . An identical situation was recorded by Galician surveys, in which it can be seen how peasants were compelled to undertake specific tasks in order to increase their production, in addition to repair and even build houses and outbuildings 47 .
FEUDAL LEVIES AND BURDENS
It has been said above that when it comes to legal obligations as a holder of the tenure, which the Galician peasant was compelled to fulfil (namely, fixed rents and pre-set labour tasks), his state might certainly be equated to an English free So fAR AnD yet So CLoSe man's. Nonetheless, apart from the ties attached to the mere usufruct of the land, the Galician peasantry would be bound to satisfy other requirements like those connected to the lordship derived from the use and custom of the land and remarkably contained in the clauses of the farming contracts 48 . In this aspect, similarities between Galician tenants and unfree English landholders become far more evident. The aim of this section is to draw attention towards those comparable seigneurial levies and burdens which had to be complied with, both in the north-west of Spain and the English manor.
One of the most common burdens to be borne by the peasantry in the Galician countryside was called derechura, meaning the obligation for the tenant to render a fixed amount of cash or kind as an acknowledgement of seigneurial rights. This tax was used to levy the output of those minor crops excluded from the main agrarian income, such as orchards, fruit trees, as well as linen and flax gardens 49 . In England, this onerous servile incident was known as 'tallage' and in Galicia it seems to have been first imposed by the thirteenth century 50 . Another strong likeness is that the size and regularity of both derechura and tallage were regulated by custom and their last aim, as a land tax, was to secure the total subjection of the tenant to the lord's domain 51 . I have previously stressed that in Galicia, the proportional rent meant that in order to till the soil the tenant had to give away a share of the crop. This system was popular in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries and was used by the lords, because it allowed them to exercise far more effective and closer control over the indirect management of the land 52 . By contrast, in England, the sharecropping or champart rent had little relevance. This difference to north-west Spain can be explained by various reasons. In the first place, it can be argued that sharecropping had no precedent in the customs of the manor and it would have been a challenge to successfully introduce this model 53 . Secondly, and according to Hilton, lords preferred to collect their revenue in cash due to the stability of the sterling currency. Besides, this way of raising income used to be the best means to prevent direct producers from cheating the landlords of their proper share of the whole output 54 . Another burden which deserves to be highlighted, given its strong presence in the documentation of the period and shared by both English and Galician tenants, concerns the obligation to provide itinerant lords with food and lodge. Initially known as yantar and posada in Spain, they were royal rights that from the eleventh century on were gradually acquired by the nobility as it would be with the judicial prerogatives. Not only were the lords entitled to demand this feudal right, but they also sent their agents to measure and collect the seigniorial proportional share of the crops. Over time and especially in the southern areas of Galicia, it was common to find this imposition commuted into money 55 . Nonetheless, its final purpose would remain the same, not as much economic as social and thus a clear and visible demonstration of strength and power on the part of the lords over their submitted vassals 56 . The supplies of food granted in order to keep the English lords' households for a specific amount of time could be considered as genuine rent in food and this used to consist of hundreds of loaves of bread, many barrels of ale, cattle, sheep, bacon, and dozens of cheeses 57 . This demanding income on food was also fairly common in Galicia that for the purpose of honouring the patron saint festivities of the monastic states, as well as under various forms of levy such as servicio or colleita, the peasant was obliged to fill the lords' larders with bread, meat, and wine 58 . There were other seigneurial engagements related to labour services, but of a different nature that the peasants had to carry out: mainly those devised to produce an improvement of the tenure given away in exchange for rent. These sorts of obligations were commonly shared by both English and Galician tenants and, in most cases, were arisen from the lord's wish to increase the production of soil at the expense of the effort of their vassals by transforming the woodland and the waste into arable soil 59 . In addition, peasants were committed to keeping the landholding in a good state by preventing houses and buildings from being dilapidated or even by building new premises in order to enhance the agrarian output 60 . Luctuosa and heriot as are known the death duties deployed to be satisfied by both Galician and English landholders, held a great significance for rural family lives. Initially, it was an institution of Indo-European origin conceived as 55. ÁlvAREz ÁlvAREz, eleutino: 'el yantar y el hospedaje foral en el sur de Galicia (1340-1450) compensation received by the freeman owner in the event of the death of one of his vassals 61 . However, there seemed to have been quite substantial differences between how this levy was to be required by both Galician and English lords. While in England, it is true that the heriot remained as a tax on chattels throughout this period and required the best or second best animal 62 , conversely, in Galicia just as in Castille, this burden had to be paid in cash 63 . As a matter of fact, the heriot only would be accepted in money in case the peasant had no chattel to offer. Therefore this method to raise income became popular on the part of the lords in order to prevent the frequent concealment of livestock undertaken by the vassals to avoid paying this imposition 64 . Another formal difference between these death duties lay in from whom and how this revenue was collected. In Galicia, for instance, the luctuosa was meant to be paid after the death of each tenant by the next generation entitled to inherit the land as agreed in the agrarian contract; consequently, this could be considered as a kind of inheritance tax. In England, the heriot was usually taken away from the estate of the deceased. However, this tribute did not usually charge the land whenever this passed to an heir who had already paid an entry fine 65 . This absence of succession traits regarding the heriot stands out as the lords, in order to secure its collection beforehand, used to encumber land transactions carried out by elderly tenants 66 . Such a way of proceeding with respect to the heriot can be explained due to the lack of inheritance rights fixed in the villein status within the feudal framework. Nonetheless, despite the fact that the land legally belonged to the lords and was theoretically retrievable at their will, in practice, the manor court used to enforce and respect local custom regarding both inheritance and transactions 67 .
TIED TO THE LAND
The subordination of peasants to the land was a common feature in the medieval countryside landscape across Europe. In England, the tenant was subjected to the discipline of the manor that prevented him from moving without the permission of his lord 68 .This restriction of mobility was also common in Galicia and its origin is ESPACIO, TIEMPO Y FORMA SERIE III hISTORIA MEdIEvAl 28 · 2015 · PP. 375-394 ISSN 0214-9745 · E-ISSN 2340-1362 UNEd rooted in the concept of dependent peasants as a part of the estate where they live just like livestock. Thus, they share the same fate in the case that the land would be alienated. An example of this was several donations received by the monastery of Samos during the tenth and eleventh centuries, by which serfs constituted one indivisible lot alongside lands and the rest of the properties 69 . A similar case happened in Wiltshire in the early tenth century, when the bishop of Winchester leased an estate at Ebbesbourne and with the land; the lessee received six serfs with their offspring 70 . This agricultural workforce, both in England and Galicia, shared a general category of personal and economic dependence by remaining tied to the land and not free to go where they please 71 .The reason for that lay in the interest showed by lords in keeping the land populated, even by forcing peasants to take up tenements under seigneurial jurisdiction. Consequently, both English villeins and Galician tenants were not allowed to alienate the tenure without the lord's permission and, once given the nod, the new landholder would have to enjoy the same legal status as his predecessor 72 . Whenever the landholder left the coto without the lord's permission, the agrarian contract by which he was allowed to till the land would be annulled 73 . Therefore, freedom of movement was only possible as long as the same would not lead to prejudice for the lord 74 . Owing to the condition of the tenant as a true asset within the manor, the lord would require the payment of the chevage as a compensation for migrating villeins, so that if the tenant wished to leave the manor, he would have to satisfy a yearly fee, at Elton, for instance, usually by providing two chickens or capons 75 .
Although there was no chevage in Galicia, if an heir happened to inherit tenure within the coto and decided to live outside its boundaries, he would be forced to pay derechura as acknowledgement of lordship 76 .
PEASANTRY AS A DIVERSIFIED CLASS
It would be wrong to think of the peasantry as an only homogeneous and impoverished social class. One of the first attempts to conduct a social study of medieval England pointed out the difficulty of establishing generalizations regarding the state of those who tilled the soil; namely, the bulk of the population 77 . The legal status by itself would not be determinant enough to constitute substantial differences in the rural social structure. When the royal serfs on the manor of Witham in Somerset were given the choice between being resettled to another royal manor with tenures of the same size or of being granted their freedom, some chose the land and others freedom 78 . Peasantry's wealth and income would be articulated by a wide range of variables devised to set up the peasant's daily economic well-being. Of these variables, one of most significant lay not only in the size of the landholding at the tenant's disposal 79 but also in the commercial economy based on the land market, which allowed the better-off peasants to acquire land not in order to guarantee their subsistence, but either to expand their profitable agricultural production or, in most cases, as a strategy to earn a considerable amount of cash by subletting properties to other peasants. A few entrepreneurs accumulated great wealth at the expense of their less able or fortunate neighbours 80 . Consequently, there is a pattern of a small number of wealthy peasants who managed to increase the size of their holdings. This was the case of Martin Suvel, in the Norfolk village of Sedgeford. He inherited 3 acres of land and by 1282 had built up a holding of over 35 acres 81 . Likewise, John de Heworth, a Dunham priory tenant, accumulated over 280 acres between 1315 and 1345 and amassed such a fortune that he was appointed to lead a force of almost 200 mounted archers on the Scottish expedition of 1335 82 . Furthermore, the sternness of inheritance customs meant that many villeins had to buy, sell, and lease land if they were to make a decent living. Therefore, getting involved in the land market would be a necessity rather than an option 83 . In Galicia, apart from the size of the holdings and the sale of the agricultural surpluses in the market, it was the possession of oxen that had a huge impact upon the socioeconomic differentiation amongst the peasantry. Monasteries used to require tenants to supply at least two oxen in ESPACIO, TIEMPO Y FORMA SERIE III hISTORIA MEdIEvAl 28 · 2015 · PP. 375-394 ISSN 0214-9745 · E-ISSN 2340-1362 UNEd order to ensure the full exploitation of the tenure 84 and this figure seems to draw the difference between affluent and impoverished peasants 85 . Given that not all farmers could meet such requirements, the lack of homogeneity in the Galician countryside seems clear 86 . Another way to boost the socioeconomic differentiation in both English and Galician countryside was tightly linked to a seigniorial policy aimed at strengthening strategic alliances with leading members of the rural community who began to appear in documents from early medieval western Europe under the name of boni homines. This group of influence soon would take on special assignments either in the lord's court or as rent collectors 87 .Over the late thirteenth century in Galicia, selected members of the peasantry, in return for better conditions in their agrarian contracts, acted as lords' agents in order to ensure the full performance of the seigneurial holdings 88 .It is also important to note the role played by Galician boni homines, right from the early Middle Ages, as mediators in court proceedings 89 . In England, the same happened there as in north-west Spain where agents called reeves were recruited by the lords from the ranks of their customary tenants, thus following a practice rooted in the Anglo-Saxon period 90 .Those who held the largest tenures used to be the best candidates to help the lords stretch their control over the manor. Furthermore, these upper class peasants were compelled to act as juries as well as overseers to the labour services carried out by the rest of the tenants 91 . The reeves used to shoulder a wide variety of responsibilities on behalf of their lord. In the first place, they acted as judges in the manorial court and, consequently, they had to show a detailed knowledge of the customs of the manor and the law of the land 92 . On the other hand, these local agents not only used to collect rent and gifts from the lords' domains, but also to represent their wills when giving seisin of the land 93 . Finally, the reeves were also in charge of supervising the lord's harvest and his woodland, extending his rights across neighbouring areas and even managing the manorial demesne 94 .
So fAR AnD yet So CLoSe were able to take their case forward using the mechanisms of the law. Lengthy judicial proceedings followed, in which the abbey was eventually successful 112 . The unlicensed departure of the villains from their lords' manors in search of better conditions of living somewhere else was, without any doubt, the extreme sign of non-compliance. These flights are recorded in both English and Galician medieval documentation. In 1182, inhabitants of cotos under the jurisdiction of the bishopric of Lugo decided to flee to the town and Ferdinand II, at the request of the bishop, urged the gentry of Lugo not to give shelter to the fugitives. A similar situation happened one century later when neighbours of Villamayor took up residence in Monterrey refusing to pledge allegiance to the monastery of Santa María de Melón. Once again, the royal intervention was necessary, in this case, by forcing the rebellious villagers to return to the monastery's domains and pay several jurisdictional levies 113 . In England, the mediation of the king in these matters was also common. The so-called Laws of William I ruled, 'Serfs shall not leave their lands nor seek devices to defraud their lord of the service they owe' 114 . Following this pattern, Norman and Angevin kings were always willing to issue writs for their officials to secure the return of runaway peasants to their lords. William Rufus commanded his officials to persecute the tenants who left the lands of the abbey of Ramsey without permission 115 . Likewise, Henry I instructed all his sheriffs and officials to find and restore the fugitives who had fled from the lands of the abbey of Abingdon. Furthermore, the writ specifies a fine of ten pounds for anyone retaining them unjustly 116 . Moreover, In Spain, Alphonse XI directed a writ to the royal authorities warning them about the frequency and facility with which the runaways were able to get help and shelter from their neighbours 117 . Here it is seen that their resistance was not strictly confined to the flight but also to the ties of solidarity showed by those who felt oppressed within the feudal framework.
CONCLUSION
As for Galician territory and thanks to the triumph of the indirect management of the soil, it seems to be that the dependency bonds of peasantry were, somehow, much looser than those suffered by English villeins. Direct management led to the survival of older models of subjugation since seigneurial income used to rely heavily on labour services of customary tenants. In fact, when it comes to sheer economic terms, the Galician peasantry shared the same status as English freemen, for both of them had to satisfy a pre-set rent in exchange for working the lord's land. Another factor that strengthened the differentiation in both territories was the nature of seigniorial power in itself. Whilst in England, at best the custom of the manor, and at worst the whimsical lord's will ruled the entire countryside, in Galicia the lordship stretched out by means of two-sided agrarian contracts which were biding before the law. In this way at least, and in theory, Galician peasants were able to enter into litigation in the royal courts, whereas customary tenants had to rely on the manor courts which were heavily weighted toward the interest of the lord of the manor. While it is true that it was under the tenurial lordship where one can find major differences with respect to everyday peasants' lives for both territories, it was nevertheless clear that it was jurisdictional rights which forced English and Galician peasantry to share a similar subdued condition by bearing onerous burdens. Consequently, it can be argued that the main distinction in status consisted of the diverse models of farming since the subordination to the jurisdictional power exercised by lords was a common place for both Galician and English tenants. Moreover, another close similarity refers to the hierarchical organization of the peasant society, mostly as a result of the special relationship of part of its members with the overlords, while at the same time, some of the less fortunate tried to mount an everyday resistance against such an overwhelming seigniorial system. Silent and latent actions under which peasantry intended to gain enough resources at cost of lords' privileges in order to guarantee a bare daily subsistence and, occasionally, open and violent uprisings from which part of the peasants triggered a reaction headed to contest seigneurial prerogatives.
